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The quadrature formulas for the fractional 
Riemann-Liouville integral are investigated in this 
article. A linear operator is introduced that 
associates ],[)( baCx   a polynomial 
nn HxP );(  satisfying the condition
))(())(( jajna xIxPI 

++ = , nj ,0= , where 
j
x
– are Chebyshev points. The integrand is 
approximated by an algebraic polynomial. The 
formula of the remainder term for the quadrature 
formula is derived. The quadrature formulas 
obtained are verified using the Wolfram 
Mathematica computer algebra system. 
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 Resumen  
 
Las fórmulas en cuadratura para la integral 
fraccional de Riemann-Liouville se investigan en 
este artículo. Se introduce un operador lineal que 
asocia ],[)( baCx   un polinomio 
nn HxP );(  que satisface la condición 
))(())(( jajna xIxPI 

++ = , nj ,0=  donde: 
j
x
 son puntos de Chebyshev. El integrando es 
aproximado por un polinomio algebraico. Se 
deriva la fórmula del término restante para la 
fórmula de cuadratura. Las fórmulas en 
cuadratura obtenidas se verifican usando el 
sistema de álgebra computacional Wolfram 
Mathematica. 
 
Palabras claves: fórmula de cuadratura, 
integración fraccional, cálculo fraccional, integral 
fraccional de Riemann-Liouville 
Resumo
 
As fórmulas de quadratura para a integral fracionária de Riemann-Liouville são investigadas neste artigo. 
Um operador linear é introduzido que associa ],[)( baCx   um polinômio nn
HxP );(
 
satisfazendo a condição 
))(())(( jajna xIxPI 

++ = , nj ,0=  onde j
x
- são os pontos de Chebyshev. 
O integrando é aproximado por um polinômio algébrico. A fórmula do termo restante para a fórmula de 
quadratura é derivada. As fórmulas de quadratura obtidas são verificadas usando o sistema de álgebra 
computacional da Wolfram Mathematica. 
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Fractional integration and differentiation is the 
extension of the operations of integration and 
differentiation to the case of fractional orders 
(Ortigueira & Machado, 2015). In recent years, 
fractional integro-differentiation has been used 
to solve many applied problems in mechanics, 
control theory, biology, etc. A large number of 
studies are devoted to solving, with the help of 
fractional integrals, those problems in various 
disciplines that can not be solved by conventional 
means. For example, in (Gonzalez & Petras, 
2015; Liu et al, 2015), the use of fractional 
calculus in signal processing is considered 
(DEMIYEVA, 2017; Villalobos Antúnez, 2015).  
 
In (Evans et al, 2017), the use of fractional 
integrals and derivatives in medicine is studied. 
The applications of fractional calculus in 
mechanics are given in (Bachher et al, 2015; 
Ezzat et al, 2015). The solution of fractional 
differential equations is considered in (Kaplan & 
Bekir, (2016; Mirzaee & Alipour, 2018; Zeng et 
al, 2017; Pospisil & Skripkova, 2016; Chadha & 
Pandey, 2017). 
 
We consider the necessary definitions. 






















Where )()!1( nn =−  
The right-hand part of the formula makes sense 
also for noninteger values of n .  
 
Definition 1. Let ],[)( baCx  , the ],[ ba  








































where 0 , are called Riemann-Liouville   
fractional integrals. The first of them is called left-
handed, and the second is called the right-




−bI  are called 
fractional integration operators. 
We will consider left-handed fractional integrals 
with order 10  . 
The operators of fractional integration have the 
attribute 
  ++++ = aaa III , 
 +
−−− = bbb III , 
0,0    
 
Definition 2. For )(xf  function, set on ],[ ba  







































, is called the fractional derivative of order,  , 
10  . The first of them is called left-
handed, and the second is called the right-
handed derivative. These fractional derivatives 
are also called Riemann-Liouville derivatives. 
Note that, 
 ++ aa ID , but 

++ aa DI  does 
not always coincide with )(x . 
 
Fractional integrals and Riemann-Liouville 
derivatives are investigated by specialists in many 
works, for example, in (Ezz-Eldien et al, 2018) 
they are studied in connection with the solution 
of problems of fractional calculus of variations.  
The expansion of the fractional Riemann-
Liouville derivative is given in (Baleanu et al, 
2017). Fractional integral inequalities are 
considered in (Sudsutad et al, 2016; Anastassiou, 
2017) and the continuity and boundedness of the 
fractional Riemann-Liouville integral operator are 
studied. 
 
Definition 3. The Pochhammer symbol n
z)(
 
for n  integers is defined by 
)1)...(1()( −++= nzzzz n , ,...2,1=n  , 
1)( 0 z . 
where n
n
n znz )1()1()( −−−= , 
!)1( nn =  
 
Definition 4. Gamma function )(z  is the Euler 
integral of the second kind 
  







, 0Re z  , where 
xzz ex ln)1(1 −− = . 
The reduction formula )()1( zzz =+ , 
0Re z  is also use attribute )!1()( −= nn
, ,...2,1=n , 1)1( =  
 







0Re z , 0Re   (the Euler integral of the 
first kind) 
Beta function is expressed by the gamma 














Derivation of Quadrature Formula for the 
Riemann-Liouville Fractional Integral 
Calculation 
 
The methods for approximation of fractional 
integrals, in particular Riemann-Liouville 
integrals, are widely studied issue at the present 
time. For example, in (Colinas-Armijo & Di 
Paola, 2018) we consider the step-by-step 
approximation of a fractional integral. In (Toufik 
& Atangana, 2017) approximate formulas for the 
solution of linear and nonlinear fractional 
differential equations are given, in (Zedan et al, 
2017) - an approximation of a system of 
fractional integro-differential equations. Earlier in 
(Galimyanov et al, 2017) we gave quadrature 
formulas for the fractional Weyl integral. 
 





, where ),(, −=Rba , 
)(xf  is a certain continuous function, )(xp  is 
a  
weight function, i.e. 0)( xp  throughout 







Then, if this integral exists, but is not exactly 















some points of ),( ba . The formula is called the 
quadrature formula. 
 
Let construct a quadrature formula for 













, nj ,0=   – are 
Chebyshev points of the first kind. (1) 
We note by a n
P
 linear operator that associates 
],[)( baCx  a polynomial 
nn HxP );(  satisfying the condition, 
))(())(( jajna xIxPI 

++ = , nj ,0= . (2). 
We approximate the integrand )(x by an 












Approximation by a polynomial is often used in 
solving approximation problems, for example, in 
(Nemati & Yousefi, 2017) we can see the 




+ . We substitute the 
representation of a polynomial in a fractional 

























































We make the following change of variables 






daxdt )( −−=   
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Note that we have obtained a B-function. Then, 
taking into account the properties of the B-


































































We find the unknowns 
n
ka 0}{  from condition 
(2), where the j
x
 points are described in 
formula (1). 
We obtain the following system of linear 
algebraic equations with respect to 
n






























nj ,0= . (4) 
 
It follows from the general theory of linear 
algebraic systems that this system will have a 
unique solution if its determinant is different 
from zero. Therefore, we consider the 




























































We use the )(z  attributes of a function: 
nn ))(()(  =+ , )!1()( −= nn , 





























































It can be seen that the determinant contains a 
common factor )(
1
  that can be taken out, 
also each line contains a common factor
)( 0 ax − , 
)( 1 ax − , … , 
)( axn − , 
respectively, and each column contains a 
common factor 1
!1













































































It follows that the system of linear algebraic 
equations (4) has a unique solution - unknowns 
n
ka 0}{  are uniquely determined from this 
system. 
















































 at  
),( baC  is called the remainder (the remainder 
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For our case, the remainder of the quadrature 
formula will be 
),(),()( xPIxIfR naan
  ++ −= . 
))(( xPI na

+  is an interpolation polynomial, so 
we use the representation of the remainder term 
for interpolation polynomials. 
 
Statement. Let a ],[)( baCxf   function 
have continuous or at least bounded derivatives 
of n -kind, that is ],[)(
)( baxf n 
, then the 














, where ),( ba , 
where is a certain 
))...()(()( 10 nn xxxxxxx −−−= . 

















 if the 


































































































Separate one derivative and differentiate the 




















































Again we integrate by parts and then, separating 
one more derivative, we differentiate the 
resulting expression, and so we continue until we 
exhaust all n  derivatives. 























































Theorem. To calculate the fractional Riemann-







































ka 0}{  are determined from the system 
of linear algebraic equations (4). 
For a 
],[)( )( baCx n
 function, the formula 



















Calculations in the Worlfram Mathematica 
System 
 
 The quadrature formulas obtained were verified 
using the Wolfram Mathematica computer 
algebra system. The calculations were 
performed for various functions for different 
values of   and n . Here are some results: 
For the calculations we took the function
2xy =
, 2,0= , 5=n . Table 1 contains 
a part of the results obtained by the quadrature 
formula and the formula given in Definition 1 for 

















calculated by the 
main formula 
-0,9 0,57700216320663 0,57786520325503 
-0,8 0,54988446470939 0,55017061596212 
… … … 
0,1 0,09237347341898 0,09250704050211 
… … … 
0,9 0,70297750691299 0,70358334197922 
1 0,87136940841457 0,87196166393050 
 
At the half-interval 
]1;1(−
, the maximum 
magnitude of the difference between the values 





















formula is 0, 00086304. For 
5,0=
, 5=n
, this value is 2.72537 ∙ 10-8, for 
5,0=
,
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10=n  –  7,94875∙10-9, and for 9,0= , 
5=n  this value is – 3,35287∙10-14. 





5=n , at the half-interval ]1;1(− , the 
maximum magnitude of the difference between 
the values calculated from the quadrature 
























The values obtained with the derived quadrature 
formulas are verified using the Wolfram 
Mathematica computer algebra system. It is 
noted that the error in calculating the quadrature 
formula decreases with increasing of  , 




Thus, quadrature formulas for the Riemann-
Liouville fractional integral are investigated. A 
linear operator is introduced that assigns a 
polynomial to any function. The approximation 
of the integrand by an algebraic polynomial is 
considered. The remainder term formula for the 
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